Project Management Consultant and Trainer
Project Management Consultant

Rajneesh Negi
Accenture - IT Operations
He is a truly qualified IT Professional Trainer of his domain.
With his expert knowledge and effective methodology, he made me clearly understand about the
concepts of PMI PMP and MS Project 2013.
September 5, 2016, Rajneesh was client of Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant

Raman Kaushal,BE(Civil),PGEM,PMP®
Astt.General Manager at DLF
I attended PMP training,which Sujoy conducted.Apart from his vast and extensive knowledge of the
domain,he created a sense of community and belonging in the classroom.He is an enthusiastic
mentor and very accessible.He has very focussed and target oriented approach.I recommend him
as a mentor to all who wants to take up PMP training.
August 30, 2016, Raman was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Gaurav Mathur, PMP
Sr. Project Manager at PMV Management Consulting Pvt. Ltd.
Mr. Sujoy is a couragious Project Management trainer and is always ready to help, support for
clarifying doubts to his participants even post sessions. I thanked him for enabling me to clear my
PMP certification
August 25, 2016, Gaurav was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Manjeet Mathur, PMP®
Project/QA Manager
Sujoy sir was very professional in his PMP training approach. The way he explained all PMP modules
including some really complex ones within the short duration among trainees from varied expertise
was fantastic. In addition, the exceptional post training plan he prepared for us was one of the key
reasons for my success at my first PMP attempt. Thanks a lot Sujoy Sir !
August 8, 2016, Manjeet was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client
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ABHISHEK PANDEY
Operations Manager at Voltas Limited
.Investing time with Mr. Dutta on PMP training was very useful & value added learning
experience.He has detailed understanding & clear concepts according to PMI guideline.Good
advice, practical approach & useful study material is all what you need to pitch in for PMP exam
August 1, 2016, ABHISHEK worked with Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant

Tarun Kumar Sen, Prince2 Practitioner
HCL Technologies
Sujoy is a astute consulting professional with close 25 years of experience in project management
domain. Almost close to a decade he has been imparting knowledge and training to the candidates
aspiring to be project management professional . The two days session on MPP has been a very
interacting , knowledge sharing and I have become more confident using this tool . I wish him all
the best in his endeavor and can say a best consultant to work and grow with .
July 6, 2016, Tarun Kumar was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Avinash Khare , PMP
Project Manager at C-Net Infotech Pvt. Ltd.
I had the good fortune of interacting with Sujoy on MS-Project 2013 training via knowledgehut.
Sujoy made the sessions really exciting with the hands-on and practical exposure on the subject
which was the takeaway for me,from the training.
His calmness and amazing control on the subject throughout the sessions was admirable.
With the case study to execute by us during the training, he made sure that we had got the
confidence to tackle projects via MS Project.
I would always admire him as a mentor who has the perfect blend of technical and management
skills .
May 23, 2016, Avinash was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Sachin Kumar, PMP®
Operations Management Senior Principal Consultant / Manager
I attended PMP preparation with Sujoy in early 2013. His thorough knowledge of subject and way of
explaining all tools&techniques with example, makes it very easy to understand project
management. Continous connection with aspirents through LinkedIn provide great help in
preparation. I recommend Sujoy to all aspiring Project Managers for their PMP preparation
April 26, 2016, Sachin was Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant
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Rajesh Chaudhary
Project Manager, PMP, CSM, MCTS, MCA
Mr. Sujoy Dutta is a very good trainer. I am thankful to him for getting proper training and
guidelines which help me to clear PMP exam in first attempt and in very short time.
March 27, 2016, Rajesh was Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant

Agni Shekhar Mandal
Manager, Program Management at SapientNitro
I am using MS Project since year 2007 and I thought I was pretty good at it :) however I met Sujoy
through another training Session I took with him and liked his methodical approach and wide
spread knowledge on the domain and decided to attend a 16 hours, MS Project 2013 to brush up
my MSP skills.
I must admit that to my surprise I learnt lot deeper details in these 2 days of training that I learnt
over these years on the job.
I must say that not every person can satisfy my depth of the queries however he patiently listened
and nailed down each of my questions and more, each time, I found him a very knowledgeable
person and I personally liked his teaching style.
I am sure his team must have really enjoyed thoroughly his leadership during his corporate tenure.
I am glad to be a part of his MSP 2013 training program as I thoroughly learnt both the basics and
depths of the tool and also enjoyed every minute of the session as he always kept the training lively
and interactive.
The program was worth every cent I spent and more.
I want to thank you for the training, as now, I make better and quicker project plans with
confidence that my peers lack that gives me an edge among my account leadership.
January 20, 2016, Agni Shekhar was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Razvan Marin, PMP, CSM
Project Delivery Manager at P&G
Sujoy was a great help in my preparation of the PMP exam. The training he lead was instrumental
to my success and helped me pass my exam on the first attempt. Even though the attendance of
the training program was of various degrees of experience he managed the entire class very well
and was able to make it relevant to everyone involved.
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I highly recommend attending Sujoy's training if you are looking to set yourself up for success and
improve your understanding of the PMI processes.
Razvan M
January 13, 2016, Razvan was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Gautam Choudhury, MS, PMP®, OCP DBA, ITIL
Consultant Oracle DBA Level IV at Tektronix Communications
Sujoy was my trainer for the PMP certification course. While imparting the knowledge of Project
Management he makes it very easy for the trainees to understand the concepts of the Project
Management by linking the knowledge of the PMBOK with his vast and varied practical experiences
in Project Management. His professionalism was par excellence. I truly recommend Sujoy for...more
January 7, 2016, Gautam was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Deepali Gupta, PMP
IT Project Management Professional seeking opportunity in Sydney Area
Sujoy is a good trainer and has an interesting way of making concepts clear to you.
Thank you for your training and the guidance which helped me pass my PMP exam. Notes and the
help that you provided were very useful.
December 22, 2015, Deepali was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Nikhil Jain Certified PMP
Looking for opportunities in Project Management Field
Thanks a ton Sujoy sir for being an exceptional trainer, today if I have been clear my PMP exam, you
indeed had a leading role to play in it. Thanx once again I do look forward to learn more from you
being a trainee.
May 1, 2015, Nikhil was client of Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant

Abhay Tiwari
NOIDA
I had worked with Mr. Sujoy Dutta at Vayamtech Ltd.. I found that Mr. Sujoy Dutta is very detailedOriented and produced great results for the Company. He is very He is good in Resource handling
also. He is very helpful in nature. I got helped many times by him.
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January 30, 2015, Abhay reported to Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant

Amit Kashyap,PMP
Global Business Sales and Operation Planning Process Owner at Clearwater Seafoods LP
It is my pleasure to recommend Sujoy who was my trainer for PMP course.His professionalism is par
excellence both in imparting the course and helping you even when the course has been long
finished.
His knowledge in the PMP space is too good to narrate. He understands the concepts very well and
makes you understand you in a fashion that you stick on with those concepts for years to come.
I recommend Sujoy and I am sure that he would BIG in this academic world.
July 30, 2014, Amit was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Sharique Khan, PMP®
Senior Mechanical Co-ordinator at Turner Construction Company
He trained and guided me well to achieve my PMP certification,he is very knowledgeable PMP
professional and Trainer, his practical experience in the field and relating it to the PMBOK was
absolutely incredible.
May 21, 2014, Sharique Khan, was client of Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant

Harit Bhasin, MBA,CBAP, PMP,ITIL
Project Manager at IBM
Sujoy has a charismatic way of teaching for the PMP exam. He links the concepts of the PMBOK
with examples from his work experience, and hence makes it easy to understand the various
knowledge areas, input,output ,tools and techniques. The notes i took during the PMP training
session by Sujoy at Multisoft really proved helpful for me in clearing the PMP exam. Thanks for your
help Sujoy.
May 1, 2014, Harit was client of Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant

Karan Kaushik, PMP®, CSM®
Lead System Analyst at Aon Hewitt
Sujoy contributed in my PMP exam preparation. He is a really a good tutor, experience resource
and keep the calm while providing his support. Sujoy is having complete project management
knowledge.
Best of luck Sujoy for future endeavors.
December 11, 2013, Karan was client of Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant
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Vaibhav Singhal
Software Test Manager at Nerdapplabs, PMP
Mr Sujoy was my trainer during my preparation for the PMP exam at Multisoft Systems.Practice
question session by him on the last day of 4 day training and mock tests were the real game
changer in my preparation. His advice to take the PMP exam and the preparation as a real project
changed my way of preparation. Thanks to his time and efforts for making me earn my PMP
certification.
I am privileged to be associated with Mr.Sujoy and Multisoft System.
November 26, 2013, Vaibhav was client of Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant

Pankaj sharma
Sr. Project Manager at SMS India Pvt. Ltd.
Sujoy is very knowledgeable, soft spoken and truly professional. I am a PMP today and getting to it
was much easier because of him.
Thanks and thanks.
September 28, 2013, Pankaj was client of Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant

Yavnika Khanna
PMP® certified Project Manager at Cap Gemini
Sujoy simplifies complex concepts for his students and provides great tips for test- taking. Instead
of just focussing on PMP examination, he tries to instill project management orientation, which is
surely helpful for business life ahead. I took PMP classes through Knowledge Hut, and Sujoy's inputs
made a substantial difference.
September 10, 2013, Yavnika was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Ashish Singh, PMP
Team Lead at CSC
I first interact with Sujoy Sir in Multisoft, where I gone to take training for PMP. Sujoy Sir was our
trainer their.
He has more than 20 yrs of work exp. and currently working as "Independent Project Management
Consultant"
Sujoy Sir has a very good knowledge of all the areas of PMP. His experiance and knowledge help me
to understand the concept of PMP more clearly.
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I am really thankful to have Sujoy Sir as my trainer.
He is very Soft Spoken and Helpful.
July 19, 2013, Ashish was client of Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Project Management Consultant

Kinshuki Goel
Project Manager (Mobile financial Services)
Mr Sujoy Dutta is a unique man, he is the kind of person you don't forget once you've met him . His
insightfulness and original ideas always make it a pleasure to be in his company. He has an
extensive knowledge and understanding of his field. He is also has excellent people skill . The
experience and training i have received from Mr Dutta has helped me alot . My journey to PMP
started long back but it got the right momentum when i joined Mr Dutta's Lectures . He provided
me with excellent training in preparing for the PMP . He approaches the material in a very logical
and straightforward way and knows the course inside out . I felt relaxed and confident now that i
can give my PMP exams without getting tensed . In the end only wants to say he is the inspirational
lecturer who recognized my strengths . Without Sujoy i was not sure that i would be able to do PMP
. He taught me how to believe that i can do it , i will be always grateful to him thank you Sujoy for
the wonderful teaching .
June 24, 2013, Kinshuki was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Prakash Gopalakrishnan
Technical Business Analyst at Xuber
Sujoy's knowledge on Project Management is exemplary and he performs his duties in a very
professional and structured way. He tends to issues with solutions that are very practical and
simple to understand. I feel priviledged having worked along side and known from him.
June 19, 2013, Prakash was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Ekansh Jain
Microsoft Dynamic CRM Consultant
Today I feel very lucky to have had the opportunity to prepare for the PMP under the guidance of
Sujoy Sir, many thanks to him.
He not only made the difficult concepts easy to learn and also brought them under my grasp. He
strongly emphasized on the need for good planning for the exams just like a project so that the end
result is very much predictable i.e PASS.
Being working professional time is the greatest constraint however with his experience and result
oriented methodology I was able to pass my PMP certification with ease. Today I feel much more
confident as a Project Manager as I go about my daily professional routine under constraints and
the PMP certificate tells the whole world, yes I have arrived !
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June 6, 2013, Ekansh was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Siddhartha Chatterjee PMP
Senior Manager - Project, at Nippon Steel & Sumikin Engineering India Pvt. Ltd.
Sujoy is a very proficient trainer and a good mentor. Very clear about his objectives and role as a
trainer. Very transparent, knowledgeable and friendly.
I had a great experience being trained by him for my pmp.
May 16, 2013, Siddhartha was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Chinmay Chatterjee
Leadership Coach |Management Consultant | Coach for Growth and Excellence
Sujoy is very detail oriented, organised and experienced project manager with strong technical
competencies. Sujoy has both IT and Project Management Skills and expertise. He is friendly and
always willing to help.
June 1, 2012, Chinmay was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Siddhartha Chatterjee PMP
Senior Manager - Project, at Nippon Steel & Sumikin Engineering India Pvt. Ltd.
Mr.Dutta is a very organized trainer. I have benefited a lot in his classes in understanding the
guidelines and processes of PMI. I would recommend all to have a basic training under him before
appearing for PMI exams as well as to understand the framework of project management.
December 20, 2015, Siddhartha was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Prakash Gupta
Senior Engineering Manager at souq.com
A systematic and smart manager who knows how to manage work and the teams he deals with. He
is a highly engaged leader who is well regarded and valued. He is very dedicated to his team and
commited to reaching the result. It is an honour to recommend Sujoy Dutta to anyone who wants
great results.
November 22, 2012, Prakash worked indirectly for Sujoy Dutta, PMP at SKAN DbyDx Software Pvt Ltd
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Jagdish Singh Negi
Head - HR & Administration at Confidential
I know Sujoy from past 2-3 yrs. He is great individual with a positive approach. He posses good
communication skills, soft skills, project management & team building skills. His every second word
is backed by his extreme knowledge and his 20+ years of industry experience. After so long career
in industry still anybody can see the hunger of learning something new in his...more
July 18, 2012, Jagdish worked with Sujoy Dutta, PMP at SKAN DbyDx Software Pvt Ltd

Jharna Agrawal
Lead Technical Consultant at BrickWin Consultancy Services
I worked with Sujoy on one of my projects. I found Sujoy to be an outstanding Project Manager. He
own good leadership and organizational skills. I enjoyed working with him & He can be an asset to
any organization.
March 28, 2012, Jharna reported to Sujoy Dutta, PMP at SKAN DbyDx Software Pvt Ltd

Rajni Rathaur
Consultant
Sujoy is a detail-oriented manager with an excellent ability and an ambition to grow. Guess this
makes him the best available resource. Works well under pressure and delivers with short time
lines.
He has been a productive employee never letting his team down and he has a sense of humor to
withstand any offensive with ease. He is very good and smart at work. He is...more
November 14, 2011, Rajni reported to Sujoy Dutta, PMP at SKAN DbyDx Software Pvt Ltd

Kaushik Mondal
Associate at Royal Bank of Scotland Group
I worked with Sujoy directly for 1 year. His Project Management and Team handling skill is really
incredible which decreased the delivery timeline while increasing quality. He perfectly handled
some of the key accounts during his tenure in DbyDx.I appreciate and recommend his work and it
will be my pleasure to work with him in future.
October 19, 2011, Kaushik reported to Sujoy Dutta, PMP at SKAN DbyDx Software Pvt Ltd
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Sakshi Sabharwal
Software Test engineer at Amdocs
I worked under Sujoy for almost a year. He posseses good team management skills and good level
of understanding.His guidance has always helped us to solve issues in a balanced way.He carries a
positive outlook to see things and has solution for every problem.A complete Professional and
Effective leader. Sir, I wish you all the best for future! It was nice to work with you.
September 29, 2011, Sakshi reported to Sujoy Dutta, PMP at SKAN DbyDx Software Pvt Ltd

Rahul Gupta
Senior Lead at GlobalLogic Noida
I am working with Sujoy for around 5 months and directly reporting to Sujoy. He is a very
professional towards the success of any project. Sujoy has a very good soft skills and he manages
the team very well. Good part is that he wants to interact with each and every team member which
builds up the confidence in team. He never make feel any kind of pressure in any circumstances of
project that is a indication of Good Manager.
I recommends Sujoy.
March 9, 2011, Rahul reported to Sujoy Dutta, PMP at SKAN DbyDx Software Pvt Ltd

1. Sr. Project Manager
Protatech India Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Praveen Kumar Verma - PMP
Manager - Engagement Manager
I worked with Sujoy sir for around 1.5 years in Protatech India Solutions Technologies. I learned a
lot under hi supervision. He is an open minded and out of the box technical lead and always has a
high degree of professionalism, integrity and commitment to making any project he is involved in a
success. He has shown a very high level of ethic and understanding of business need and always
was delivering application on time with high quality. Very important and good thing was his
interaction with his team. He was very good in handling and managing work with his team with
keeping his team members happy. He was a very thorough professional - sincere, dedicated and
totally focussed on the job. I wish him all the best for his future and also wish to work with him in
the near future.”
February 24, 2010, Praveen Kumar reported to Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Protatech India Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

2. Sr. Project Manager
Caneum India
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Sachin Jain
Entrepreneur, Working for Skill India, Founder EFOS Skills, Interested in Higher Education Policy,
New Businesses
February 9, 2012, Sachin was Sujoy Dutta, PMP's client

Jeetin Ghai
Marketing Director at Redefining IT Pvt. Ltd.
It would be pleasure to recommend Sujoy. We have worked together for almost 2 years in Caneum
India and did couple of projects. He has been very focused in his approach in completing the project
on time and to deliver what was promised.
He was very good in managing people and utilizing the resources at the maximum level at the same
time maintaining their working spirit always on high.
I wish him all the best for his future and also wish to work with him in the near future.
July 11, 2008, Jeetin worked indirectly for Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Caneum India

3. Project Manager / HOD Web Development
Electrobug Technologies

Abhishek Srivastava
Engineering Manager at souq.com
Sujoy is the person to whom I learned allot, how to manage the things, how to encourage the
people everything.....
April 21, 2012, Abhishek worked directly with Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Electrobug Technologies

Krishna Mohan Veeravalli
Director, Engineering at GlobalLogic
Sujoy Dutta is a highly organized and talented tech lead who successfully managed a team in tools
development. His development skills are par excellence, he leads by example. He developed client
facing interface tools that helped in increasing sales and the revenue to company. He is result
oriented and is an asset to the organization. It’s been a pleasure working with him.
March 4, 2011, Krishna worked directly with Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Electrobug Technologies
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Pijush Biswas
Sr. Architect at Dell
Sujoy, was a techno manager. Mentor, Leader, Manager. Managed applications in numbers, can fit
into a CV.
Hats off to Sujoy for his brilliant and enduring careeer
August 8, 2010, Pijush worked with Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Electrobug Technologies

Mark Heynen
Co Founder & Chief Business Officer at PayJoy
Sujoy was an energetic force of innovation within Electrobug, not only building new features
required by the market but also discovering new ways for the team to work, and new tools to help
them work efficiently. The tools he ended up creating were daily staples for us, and critical for
understanding how we and our clients were doing.
July 30, 2010, Mark managed Sujoy Dutta, PMP indirectly at Electrobug Technologies

Rishi Arora
AVP at D2S Technologies
Sujoy is one of the most enterprising developer I have worked with. He had unique sense of making
difficult things look easy to work on and a never say no attitude. I wish him best of luck and hope to
work with him again!
July 12, 2010, Rishi worked with Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Electrobug Technologies

Amit Agnihotri
Founder at AgileHTC
Sujoy is very detail oriented, organised and experienced project manager with strong technical
competencies. I worked with him in Electrobug for more than a year on various projects and he was
the backbone of our products. Sujoy is a person that works always in good mood and has an
exceptional sense of humour that makes people around him feel well, enjoy their work too and
always ready to help them professionally & personally.
May 4, 2010, Amit worked with Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Electrobug Technologies
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Bindu Arora
Engineering Manager at Global Logic
I worked with Sujoy sir for around 1.5+ years in Electrobug Technologies. He is an open minded and
out of the box technical lead and always has a high degree of professionalism, integrity and
commitment to making any project he is involved in a success. He has shown a very high level of
ethic and understanding of business need and always was delivering application on time with high
quality. Very important and good thing was his interaction with his team. He was very good in
handling and managing work with his team with keeping his team members happy. He was a very
thorough professional - sincere, dedicated and totally focussed on the job. He is a great asset to any
team.
November 30, 2009, Bindu worked indirectly for Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Electrobug Technologies

4. Analyst / Developer
Amadeus India

Deepak Verma
Assistant Vice President IT at GENPACT
Sujoy is one of those people whom, I have worked in life with and they are the best breed in every
aspect of life both in professional and personal relationship. I have not hesitation to say that he was
one among the few who come with the web based technology revolution in India i.e (Mailing, web
sites and online content). A very hard working and discipline personal I always want to work with.
Infact I want to say that initial technology gyan I have taken via books and online exams but the
practical aspect of technology I have learned from Sujoy.
Deepak
September 22, 2009, Deepak worked directly with Sujoy Dutta, PMP at Amadeus India
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